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Your World Shifts is about your transcendence. Your World Shifts is about taking your potentiality to

an entirely new level. Your World Shifts is about expansion of your awareness. Your World Shifts is

about your further awakening. Your World Shifts is about adding a new powerful tool to your arsenal

of consciousness. Destiny is often altered by a single idea fully absorbed into the consciousness of

an individual. The reading and absorption of a single idea, shall be the instantaneous shift that alters

your entire world. This book includes 300 powerful 'world shifting ideas,' but it will only take one of

these ideas to instantaneously transform your life for the better - it will only take one of these 300

ideas to instantaneously put you on the path to achieving all that you have imagined for yourself - at

which point, you may continue reading, and repeat the process, thus shifting to an even higher level.

This book is your opportunity; seize it!"This is your book of concentrated gems. Powerful,

transformative ideas that will speed your progress as you move toward achieving all that you have

desired for yourself. I promise you a powerful book, and I promise you a book that is to the point,

although, for effect, at times indirect and subject to your interpretation. I promise that there are

powerful ideas in this book, and that if you apply the methodology for reading this book, one day at

a time, you shall achieve transformative results and phenomenal success with absolute certainty.

The book you hold before you is the opportunity that you have been seeking. It is the opportunity to

do all things and to be all things. It is the opportunity to realize your every dream."Quotes from 'Your

World Shifts:'"The biggest saboteur in your life is in the version of you attached to your current

world. See the saboteur within you, and you shall shift worlds.""Your words and your desires in any

moment might be saying that you would like to live a life of abundance and achieve great things and

afford to travel the world and spend time with those you love, and this is great. It is great that in your

thoughts and words you say these things. But, what are your actions saying? Is that third hour of

recreational television saying that you are the type of person who can afford to fly on a private

chartered jet?""There is one great force to which we are all connected. . . Practice the art of seeing

through the eyes of another human - anticipating their next move by seeing from their perspective.

Then, to you, it shall be revealed - you are all other persons.""Do not hope to achieve great things if

all you seek are the physical pleasures of this reality, unless you can derive such pleasure from the

practice and training required to achieve greatness. Only when you are able to find pleasure from

the tasks required to achieve greatness, shall you shift worlds.""Every moment of every day, realize

that there is a gentleman working to destroy your Ideal World. His name is Inertia - and he does not

stop working against you. You should stop reading this and get back to working on your purpose, for

Inertia takes no breaks and he will be happy to sleep with the one you love most and take the food



off your plate and have you living in squalid conditions. Inertia wants to destroy you, and ultimately

have you killed. He is working without cessation, and you need to be more productive and efficient

than he is if you intend to arrive at your Ideal World.""Live your life boldly or live as a coward, but do

not do both. Select one, now.""Accept full responsibility for your mistakes whilst knowing that having

made mistakes you are now more qualified than ever to succeed in similar circumstances.""You

have two responsibilities in this life: the first, is to decide what shall be your purpose; the second, is

to wield every force at your disposal to achieve it."
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I have given this book to a number of people since reading it myself. All have come back to me with

enthusiastic thank-yous. It's written in such an easy to use way for our busy lives!!

Just absolutely incredible, one of those books that I feel honestly is making a real difference in my

life.



A series of generic notes that author claims will change your life. Very basic. Not really useful if you

have any familiarity with human motivation teachings or the law of attraction.Boring, preachy, not

fun, dull, and time wasting. I read two of his other books. Not so great as well.
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